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The impact of local reflection symmetry on wave localization and transport within finite disordered chains
is investigated. Local symmetries thereby play the role of a spatial correlation of variable range. We find that
a transition to more delocalized and fragmented eigenstates occurs for intermediate average symmetry domain
sizes, depending on the degree of disorder. This is caused by the partial formation of states with approximate
local parity confined within fictitious, disorder-induced double wells and perturbed by the coupling to adjacent
domains. The dynamical evolution of wave-packets shows that the average site-resolved transfer efficiency is
enhanced between regions connected by local symmetry. The transfer may further be drastically amplified in the
presence of spatial overlap between the symmetry domains, and in particular when global and local symmetry
coexist. Applicable to generic discrete models for matter and light waves, our work provides a perspective to
understand and exploit the impact of local order at multiple scales in complex systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the pioneering theoretical work by Anderson1 it has
been shown that, under many circumstances, spatial disorder
in a medium leads to the exponential localization of waves
due to multiple destructive interference. This behavior in turn
suppresses the transport of an initial wave excitation through
a disordered sample between remote sites. Initially explored
for electrons in models of solids1–3, disorder-induced localiza-
tion has more recently also been demonstrated and intensively
studied for light waves4–10 as well as for matter waves in op-
tical lattices11–13. Typically manifest in one-dimensional (1d)
discrete lattice models with random onsite potential (diagonal
disorder) or inter-site hoppings (off-diagonal disorder)14,15,
localization also occurs for structural disorder in systems with
binary constituents6,16 and may further be induced in the bulk
of setups with disordered boundary17.
The presence of spatial correlations between the con-
stituents of an otherwise disordered medium generally causes
a delocalization of wave excitations and enhanced trans-
port, with the detailed system response depending on the
type of correlated disorder18. Correlation can be short-
ranged19,20, in the form of ordered clustered elements such
as dimers16,21–24, trimers25, or polymers26,27, it can have long-
range character18,28,29, while also mixed short- and long-range
correlations30 as well as subsystem disorder31 have been ex-
plored. Further, delocalization may be facilitated by correla-
tions between onsite elements alone32, between hoppings29,
or between onsite and hopping elements21,33.
In the meanwhile vast literature on wave localization, the
impact of spatial symmetry has largely been used on the small
scale of lattice constituents in resonant conditions of transport.
On the other hand, a series of recent studies shows that the
presence of global centrosymmetry34—equivalent to reflection
symmetry for 1d systems—in an otherwise disordered system
may lead to a prevalence of delocalized states and thereby
enhance wave transfer between symmetry related sites34–37.
This principle applies to general multi-dimensional networks
of interconnected nodes, even in the presence of many-body
interactions38,39. The effect is closely connected to the definite
parity of the system eigenmodes which may result in a corre-
sponding delocalization on configuration average36. Exploit-
ing this property, global reflection symmetry has also been
proposed as a generator of tunneling in 1d disordered poten-
tials with applications to secure communication in classical
circuits40. The behavior of such globally symmetric systems
in terms of optimal transfer efficiency is subject to further
design conditions34,35, but generally demonstrates the crucial
role of symmetry coexisting with disorder.
In fact, global symmetry is seldom exactly fulfilled.
Continuous symmetry measures41 and symmetry operation
measures42 have been proposed to describe deviation from
exact symmetry. A different paradigm of global symmetry
breaking is the case of exact but local symmetries, that is,
symmetries which are fulfilled in a restricted subdomain of
a composite system. A recently developed theoretical frame-
work addresses such local symmetries in terms of symmetry-
adapted non-local currents43 governed by generalized non-
local continuity equations44,45. Their stationary versions re-
veal the presence of 1d local symmetries in generic wave-
mechanical systems including non-Hermitian44,46 or even
driven44,47 setups. In particular, they enable amplitude map-
pings which generalize the parity and Bloch theorems to the
case of local symmetry48, and can be used to classify per-
fectly transmitting states44,49. A well-known class of sys-
tems featuring abundant local symmetries is that of 1d bi-
nary deterministic aperiodic structures (see e. g. Ref. 50
and references therein), where their combinatorial proper-
ties have been studied in terms of the so-called “palindrome
complexity”51. Local symmetries may generally also be found
“hidden”52 in amorphous and disordered systems53 where
their presence may affect order-disorder transitions54, or ex-
ist “concurrently” in interplay with global symmetries within
molecules55. Ultimately, any system with global symmetry
which is coupled to an environment can be considered locally
symmetric. In view of the manifest role of global symmetry,
this abundance of local symmetries raises the question of their
impact on localization and transfer when multiply present at
different locations and scales in disordered systems.
We here view local reflection symmetry, defined within dif-
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FIG. 1. Top: Locally reflection-symmetric disordered (LRD) chain of N = 500 sites for disorder strength w = 3h, with initially random
onsite elements vn ∈ [−w,w] symmetrized around local symmetry centers cd=1,2,...,D (vertical dashed lines) of D = 10 domains attached at
random interfaces (vertical solid lines), and corresponding Hamiltonian eigenvalues ν , for uniform hopping h (set to 0.01). Bottom: Inverse
participation ratio (IPR) rν and cumulative Friedel sum (CFS) fν for increasing eigenstate index ν ∈ [1, N ]. The purple (blue) circle indicates
the eigenmode of minimal rν (fν ), with correspondingly colored modulus |φνn| plotted in the top panel.
ferent spatial subparts of a system, as a particular type of
correlation of fixed or variable range in an otherwise disor-
dered system. To study the effect solely of local symme-
try in a simple setting, we consider finite 1d tight-binding
chains with disordered onsite potentials which are mirror-
symmetrized within adjacent or overlapping spatial domains
of random or uniform size. The localization properties of the
eigenstates of such locally reflection-symmetric disordered
(LRD) chains are then studied numerically for varying dis-
order strength and symmetry domain sizes (for brevity, from
now on “symmetry” will refer exclusively to reflection sym-
metry, unless otherwise stated). Apart from the widely used
inverse participation ratio56, we utilize a recently proposed57
alternative localization measure which reflects the fragmenta-
tion of states induced by the local symmetries. An intricate
interplay between the short- and long-range localization and
fragmentation properties is observed. It indicates an overall
transition to delocalized states, within the ensemble average,
for intermediate degree of local symmetry, with the uncorre-
lated case recovered in the limit of small symmetry domains.
This behavior is analyzed by combining the notion of ficti-
tious disorder-induced tunneling barriers with the concept of
symmetrization of eigenstates into symmetry domains, in turn
explained within a local resonant scattering picture. A cru-
cial ingredient is here the concept of approximate local par-
ity43,44,48 of localized eigenstates within symmetry domains
perturbed by the coupling to adjacent domains. Notably, the
purpose here is to investigate the effect of the local symme-
try correlations on the properties of finite LRD chains, which
do not serve to approximate the large chain limit; they are
simply chosen large enough to vary the number of symme-
try domains and to perform eigenstate statistics. Ultimately,
we explore the impact of local symmetry on the diffusion of
time-evolved wave-packets, by computing statistical distribu-
tions of the site-resolved transfer efficiency upon a single site
excitation in LRD chains with few symmetry domains. We
here show that local symmetry may significantly enhance the
transfer depending on the domain configurations. A drastic in-
crease in transfer is shown to occur when symmetry domains
overlap with each other. In particular, the transfer enhance-
ment induced by global symmetry can be further increased
considerably when local symmetry is present simultaneously
at smaller scales.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we first de-
fine the considered LRD chain setups and provide the analy-
sis tools used to distinguish localization from fragmentation
(Sec. II A). We then classify the types of eigenstate profiles
present in the LRD chains (Sec. II B) which are employed to
explain the distribution of the computed localization measures
for varying disorder and symmetry (Sec.II C). In Sec.III we in-
vestigate wave-packet dynamics in LRD chains, demonstrat-
ing the enhancement of transfer efficiency via local symmetry
(Sec. III A) and its further increase in the presence of sym-
metry domain overlaps (Sec. III B). Section IV concludes our
investigations. Appendix A explains the typical “symmetriza-
tion” of eigenstates into symmetry domains and Appendix B
provides a mapping of such eigenstates to “fictitious” dou-
ble wells. Appendix C corroborates the localization features
with eigenstate symmetrization statistics, Appendix D ana-
lyzes the effect of global symmetry and its statistics for larger
chains, and Appendix E focuses on the spectral statistics of
LRD chains.
II. EIGENSTATE LOCALIZATION IN LOCALLY
REFLECTION-SYMMETRIC DISORDERED (LRD)
LATTICES
We consider a generic 1d chain of N sites with uniform
real next-neighbor hopping h described by the single-particle
Hamiltonian
H =
∑
n
vn |n〉 〈n|+
∑
|m−n|=1
h |m〉 〈n| (1)
where vn is the onsite potential of site n with single site or-
bital |n〉. The onsite potential values are taken from a uniform
random distribution with magnitude up to a disorder strength
parameter w, that is, vn ∈ [−w,+w]. The potential array
is then locally symmetrized within D adjacent domains Dd
(d = 1, 2, . . . , D) of sizes (that is, number of contained sites)
Nd, starting from the left. The resulting chain is thus sym-
metric under the action of D local reflection transformations
Pcd;Nd ≡ PDd , each of which performs a permutation of sites
only within domainDd about its center cd and acts as the iden-
tity on the rest of the chain43,44,
PDd : Dd 3 n→ 2cd − n; PDd : Dd 63 n→ n. (2)
3In other words, our chain can be constructed by concatenating
D reflection symmetric subdomains. In order to study the im-
pact solely of the presence of local symmetry, to begin with
the Nd are also taken at random from a uniform distribution,
obeying
∑
dNd = N with Nd > 1. A correlation of spatially
variable range Nd is therefore induced into the otherwise dis-
ordered chain. Such a configuration is shown in Fig. 1 (top
panel).
In the following we investigate the localization properties
of the eigenvectors |φν〉 = ∑n φνn |n〉 of H , given by
H |φν〉 = ν |φν〉 , (3)
with eigenvalues ν . The spatial profiles of the squared eigen-
mode norms ρνn = |φνn|2 are unaffected by the sign of the
hopping h which induces a relative pi/2 phase flip between
adjacent sites58. We have here chosen h > 0, modeling e. g.
the evanescent coupling between photonic waveguides, while
the choice h < 0 would correspond to e. g. the kinetic energy
of non-interacting electrons on a tight-binding lattice.
A. Localization versus fragmentation of states
A convenient and widely used single-parameter indicator
of the grade of localization of a wavefunction is the inverse
participation ratio (IPR) defined by56
r =
N∑
n=1
ρ2n ∈ [N−1, 1] (4)
for a normalized state |ψ〉 of squared modulus ρn = |ψn|2
(with
∑N
n=1 ρn = 1). The IPR takes on its maximal value
r = 1 in the limit of a state localized on a single site m,
ρn = δmn, and its minimal value r = 1/N for a state uni-
formly extended over the chain, ρn = 1/N . As desired for
a localization measure, the IPR does not depend on the po-
sition at which a state is localized within a disordered sys-
tem. At the same time, however, it is also largely insensi-
tive to the spatial state profiles57, which in general do affect
the static properties and dynamical response of the system.
An alternative localization measure, proposed very recently in
Ref. 57 and inspired by the Friedel sum rule59, reflects more
details of the spatial profile ρm by using its cumulative sum
Pn =
∑n
m=1 ρm up to site n. We slightly redefine (see com-
ment below) the measure here as
f =
1
2N
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=1
(
e2piiPn + 1
)∣∣∣∣∣ ∈ [N−1, 1], (5)
which we will refer to as the “cumulative Friedel sum” (CFS)
of a given state. Again, larger (smaller) CFS indicates a more
(less) localized state, though now taking into account its total
spatial extent instead of only its site participation, as described
in the following.
The IPR and CFS distributions among the eigenmodes of a
single LRD chain configuration are shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 1. An impression of the difference between IPR and
CFS in indicating localization properties is provided by the
eigenstates φν:min r and φν:min f in Fig. 1 having minimal r
and f , respectively, for the example setup. With a similar den-
sity contribution (comparable amplitudes at similar number of
sites), the states have almost the same IPR, which thus does
not distinguish them. In contrast, the drastically smaller CFS
of φν:min f indicates its delocalized profile: The envelope con-
sists of two individual maxima which are more peaked than in
φν:min r, but lie farther apart, thus yielding an increased total
extent. For (normalized) states with local maxima, the CFS
can thus be seen to indicate the degree of spatial “fragmen-
tation” , that is, how remote from each other the amplitude
maxima are located. As an example, if we consider a (virtual)
normalized state consisting of two single-site peaks at spac-
ing s and zero elsewhere in an N -site chain, then the CFS
decreases monotonously from f = 1 at s = 0 (one single-site
peak) to f = 1/N at s = N − 1 (one peak at each end of the
chain)60. If each of the two peaks has a symmetric profile of
common finite width (in the form of, e. g., a Gaussian or a rect-
angular step), then f is independent of this width. Thus, the
CFS complements the IPR, as a localization measure which is
sensitive to the spacing of peaks in a wavefunction but rela-
tively insensitive to the width of the peaks themselves (except
for single peaks, that is, of non-fragmented states).
Before we present the statistical behavior of the IPR and
CFS in Sec. II C, we next provide an intuitive interpretational
tool where the symmetry domains effectively behave like dou-
ble wells perturbed by the coupling to adjacent domains.
B. Eigenstate symmetrization
The qualitative distinction between the IPR and CFS in
the present context of LRD chains is closely linked to the
fact that, as explained in Appendix A, the eigenstates gener-
ally tend to “symmetrize” into the symmetric chain domains.
By this we mean that, for a sufficiently localized eigenvector
|φν〉 in a LRD finite chain, the density will have the approx-
imate symmetry ρn ≈ ρ2cd−n about the center cd of some
domain Dd 3 n, while approximately vanishing outside of it,
ρn/∈Dd ≈ 0. Examples of this are states φν:min r and φν:min f
already seen in Fig. 1. In other words, the states tend to be-
come approximate local parity eigenstates44 of local reflec-
tions PDd as defined in Eq.(2)61.
Further, as explained in Appendix B, each such locally
symmetrized eigenstate can be mapped to a “fictitious double
well” with constant inter-well barrier strength v˜ = v˜ν and of
width ξ = ξνd (corresponding to state |φν〉 symmetrized into
domain Dd) given by the spacing between the state’s maxima;
see Eqs. (B1) and (B2), respectively. This mapping is visual-
ized in Fig.2 (a) for a selected state localized in domain D7 of
the setup in Fig.1. Notably, for the eigenstate symmetrization
to occur in a domain Dd, the short-range localization length `
of the state (see Appendix B) should be significantly smaller
than that domain’s size Nd.
In terms of local symmetry, the eigenstates of a finite LRD
chain will in general be of one of the following types, with
examples shown in Fig.2 (b):
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FIG. 2. (a) Focus on (left) the eigenstate φ489 localized sym-
metrically in domain D7 of the chain in Fig. 1, with potential vn
shown in arbitrary units, and (right) the corresponding “fictitious”
state ϕ decaying exponentially away from the maximum positions
nν ,PDd(nν) within a constant potential v˜ (see Eq.(B1)), with the po-
tential at nν ,PDd(nν) tuned so thatϕ’s energy equals 489 (indicated
by dotted line). The disordered symmetry domain is thus associated
to a fictitious double well with barrier width ξ (see Eq.(B2)) for this
particular (symmetrized) eigenstate. (b) State types in the LRD chain
of Fig. 1: Even-odd state pair (with indices ν = 488, 489) in do-
main D7, left-right state pair (ν = 96, 97) in D9, single even state
(ν = 433) in D8, and asymmetric state (ν = 303) localized at the
boundary between D8 and D9. States are normalized to maximum
modulus and plotted offset for visibility.
(i) “Even-odd” (eo) pair: two quasidegenerate states of ap-
proximate even and odd local parity, resembling the energy-
split states of an isolated symmetric double well, with approx-
imately the same density profile (see φ488, φ489);
(ii) “Left-right” (lr) pair: two quasidegenerate states local-
ized in the left and right half of a symmetry domain each,
resembling the states of an isolated well and its mirror image,
each with spatial state profile being approximately the mirror
image—under PDd—of the other (see φ96, φ97);
(iii) Single states of approximate local (even or odd) par-
ity (see φ433), in cases where the above-mentioned fictitious
barrier width ξ is of the order of the short-range localization
length ` (see Appendix B);
(iv) Single asymmetric states localized around the boundary
between two symmetry domains for sufficiently strong dis-
order (see φ303) or extended over multiple domains for very
weak disorder, sharing none of the above properties.
We emphasize here that the coupling of the symmetry do-
main boundaries to the surroundings (adjacent domains) acts
as a perturbation on the local parity of domain-localized
eigenstates. This perturbation increases with the overlap of
those states with the domain boundaries, and depending on the
fictitious inter-well barrier (see Appendix B), they may (like
eo pairs) or may not (like lr pairs) have approximate local par-
ity with respect to PDd . Indeed, lr pairs can be seen as origi-
nating from eo pair states which are practically degenerate due
to vanishingly small inter-well coupling (large ξνd and/or v˜
ν of
the fictitious barrier) and combine linearly into left- and right-
localized states under the boundary perturbation62. In other
words, a stronger disorder-induced fictitious double-well bar-
rier assists the local parity breaking caused by the coupling of
the domain to its environment.
The IPR and CFS distribution among the eigenstates of a
given LRD chain will highly depend on the occurrence of eo
and lr pairs. For eo pair states, a localization peak at some
position, denoted nν , within a symmetry domain Dd imposes
the same localization peak at PDd(nν). This yields relatively
small IPR and CFS values, each with a double multiplicity
(since the pair states have almost the same density)—as evi-
dent, e. g., from pairs of equal consecutive rν- or fν-bars in
Fig. 1. The CFS will additionally decrease with the distance
ξνd between the two density peaks which represents the degree
of the state’s fragmentation mentioned in Sec.II A. In contrast,
lr state pairs contribute with relatively high IPR and CFS val-
ues (now without fragmentation present), again with double
multiplicity.
The relative frequency of eo and lr pairs will depend on
the average fictitious double-well barriers emerging among
the different domains. For a given moderate disorder strength,
the key analysis tool is here the average of the fictitious barrier
widths ξνd , which naturally follows the mean size of symmetry
domains. Indeed, larger domain size Nd allows for larger ξνd
corresponding to states which stochastically localize further
from the domain center. This in turn favors the formation of
lr pairs from boundary-perturbed combinations of eo pairs, as
described above.
C. Statistical eigenstate localization properties
With the above insight into individual eigenstate profile
characteristics, we now analyze the statistical behavior of
eigenstate localization in LRD chains for varying disorder and
setup symmetrization. To this end, we compute63 the prob-
ability distribution function (PDF) of the mean IPR r¯ and
CFS f¯ over the eigenstates of a given configuration, where
x¯ =
∑N
ν=1 xν/N with x = r, f . The result is shown in
Fig. 3 for different disorder strengths w and number of sym-
metry domains D. As we see, for each (w,D)-combination
the IPR and CFS distributions have well-defined single max-
ima. Note that D = 0 represents a random chain without any
symmetrization and D = 1 a globally symmetric disordered
chain, while the maximal value D = N (not shown) is equiv-
alent to D = 0.
As expected, we see in Fig. 3 (a) that the mean IPR is
peaked at higher r¯—that is, eigenstates are more localized—
at stronger disorder, for any number of symmetry domains.
Indeed, the Anderson localization mechanism will govern the
spatial decay on the single-site length scale within the region
where a state is concentrated, independently of the presence
of symmetries on larger scales. Larger w then leads to faster
decay and larger r¯ on average. At the same time, the fluc-
tuations around the peak r¯ value (width of each PDF hump)
increase withw, since individual r-values—being quadratic in
ρn—are more sensitive to detailed differences between spatial
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FIG. 3. (a): Probability density function (PDF) of mean inverse
participation ratio (IPR) r¯ over the N = 500 eigenstates of a locally
reflection-symmetric disordered (LRD) chain, for varying disorder
strength w and number D of (randomly sized) symmetry domains,
using 3000 random configurations. (b): Same as in (a), but for the
mean cumulative Friedel sum (CFS) f¯ . PDFs are normalized to max-
imum for each (w,D) pair.
configurations for more localized (larger ρn-values) states.
On top of those short-range statistical characteristics,
Fig.3 (a) shows a systematic impact of the long-range spatial
correlations of the chain on the IPR distributions induced by
local symmetry (we comment explicitly on the global symme-
try case D = 1 later): For any disorder strength w, the PDFs
shift to lower r¯ when adding local symmetry (from D = 0 to
any D 6= 0), and rise to higher r¯ as D increases, approaching
the random limit again at D = N . This overall behavior is
in accordance with viewing local symmetry as a type of long-
range correlation, of variable correlation length, imposed on
the disordered potential. Adding local symmetry (D 6= 0)
enhances the long-range correlation and thereby the average
delocalization of eigenstates. On the other hand, increasing
the number of symmetry domains D makes their size smaller
on average, so that the correlation length also decreases, coun-
teracting in general the delocalization. Approaching the limit
D → N , the domain sizes get closer to the order of single
sites and the correlation gradually vanishes, leading to usual
Anderson-localized states again.
Given this general correspondence between correlation and
delocalization, let us now analyze the PDF evolution with
varying D more specifically as a result of the local symmetry-
induced state profiles described in Sec. II B. Since increasing
D yields smaller domains on average, it thereby also leads to
smaller average widths ξνd of the fictitious double-well barri-
ers (see Fig.2 (a) and Eq. (B2)) induced by the disorder. This
in turn favors the occurrence of eo state pairs (with relatively
small IPR) compared to lr pairs (with relatively large IPR),
as concluded in Sec. II B. At the same time, however, the oc-
currence of domain-interface-localized asymmetric states (of
type (iv) in Sec. II B), which have relatively large IPR, in-
creases for larger number (D− 1) of domain interfaces. Also,
eo pairs become less supported again for smaller domains
where the states do not have enough available space to localize
away from the parity-breaking domain boundaries. Together,
these effects lead to a gradual increase of the mean IPRs for
larger D towards the limit D → N .
Further localization aspects related to the spatial state pro-
files for different D and w are captured by the CFS distri-
bution shown in Fig. 3 (b). The short-range localization be-
havior of the mean CFS f¯ is similar to that of the IPR dis-
cussed above: For given D, the peak f¯ values increase with
disorder strength w, indicating stronger localization. Inter-
estingly, however, the fluctuations around the peaks show a
behavior opposite to the IPRs at D & 10, now being more
enhanced for weaker disorder. This indicates that the average
degree of spatial fragmentation (as measured by f¯ ) is more
homogeneous for large w with stronger short-range localiza-
tion, while smaller w favors fragmentation variability for the
more smeared out states. Also, the f¯ -fluctuations increase for
smaller number of domains (towards D = 2), since there the
range of variability in the domain sizes Nd increases.
The evolution of the CFSs with varying domain number D
generally follows the same scheme as the IPRs, with an initial
shift to smaller f¯ with the onset of local symmetry and a grad-
ual recovering of the random limit as D → N . Again, this
reflects the overall correspondence between the (symmetry-
induced) long-range correlation and delocalization, as dis-
cussed above. Complementing the IPRs as an eigenstate
fragmentation measure, the CFSs reveal the role of eo state
pairs in a more resolved manner with increasing D. Specifi-
cally, smaller domains (smaller fictitious intra-domain barrier
widths ξνd ) on average favor the occurrence of eo over lr pairs,
and thus the CFSs systematically increase with the decreasing
fragmentation of eo states. At the same time, the fluctuations
around the CFS peaks decrease with D since the smaller do-
mains allow for smaller variation in the extent of symmetrized
6states.
For a more complete picture of the above features, sta-
tistical distributions of the number of locally approximate
even/odd and left-/right-localized states (including eo- and lr-
pairs) are given in Appendix C for varying w and D. They
demonstrate a gradual diminishing of domain-localized states
with increasingD, though at a slower rate for locally even/odd
than for left-/right-localized states.
An extreme manifestation of symmetry-induced localiza-
tion in the IPR and CFS distributions naturally occurs for
global symmetry (D = 1), where all eigenstates are even or
odd. With a fixed domain sizeN1 = N , the majority of eigen-
states generally consists of eo pairs, inducing a dramatic jump
of the PDFs to lower r¯ and f¯ . In particular, f¯ is sharply peaked
at 1/2 for all disorder strengths, indicating an average eo-state
density peak spacing ξ of N/2 (recall the behavior of f from
Sec.II A), with fluctuations decreasing with w. This feature is
analyzed in detail in Appendix D, where also the dependence
on the chain length is investigated.
Finally, it should be noted that, whereas the local sym-
metries have substantial impact on the chain eigenstates for
different D, the corresponding eigenenergy spectra share the
overall trend of uncorrelated random chains. More specifi-
cally, for sufficiently strong disorder the eigenenergies ν tend
to increase linearly with ν, as seen in Fig.1 on the scale of the
plot. The difference from a non-symmetrized chain lies in
the occurrence of multiple quasidegeneracies on smaller scale
(discernible when stretching the -axis) corresponding to eo
or lr state pairs, as described above. A more detailed analysis
of the spectrum of this exemplary LRD chain (with D = 10
domains) is given in Appendix E, together with the ensemble
average thereof.
III. TRANSFER EFFICIENCY IN LRD CHAINS WITH
ADJACENT AND OVERLAPPING SYMMETRY
Having investigated and explained the static eigenstate
properties of LRD chains, let us now explore the impact of
local symmetry on the dynamics of evolving wave-packets.
Since any wave-packet will evolve according to its projection
coefficients on the chain’s eigenstates, the question of inter-
est here will be whether the occurrence of approximate local
parity eigenstates may systematically affect the dynamics.
In the study of correlation-induced effects on wave dif-
fusion during evolution, a widely used measure is the root-
mean-square (standard) deviation, defined as33,64
m(t) =
√∑
n
(n− n0)2|ψn(t)|2 (6)
for a discrete chain, where the wave-packet |ψ(t)〉 evolves
here according to the Schro¨dinger equation (with ~ ≡ 1)
i∂t |ψ(t)〉 = H |ψ(t)〉 (7)
under an initial unit excitation at the single site n0,
|ψ(t = 0)〉 = |n0〉. Such an evolution is shown in Fig. 4 for
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FIG. 4. Wave-packet evolution |ψn(t)| up to tc = 2/h with super-
imposed mean displacement m(t) (top) upon unit excitation at site
n = 1 of an LRD chain of disorder strengthw = hwithD = 4 over-
lapping symmetry domains (bottom) where D2 and D3 have been
extended symmetrically by L sites. The transfer efficiency pN from
first to last site is indicated (top right).
initial excitation at the left end n0 = 1 of an LRD chain.
For simplicity, we have chosen a relatively short chain with a
small number D = 4 of symmetry domains. In this example,
however, we also introduce a spatial overlap between consec-
utive domains which, as we will see below, may drastically
affect the diffusion. Specifically, in Fig. 4 the overlap is cre-
ated by extending each domain except for the first (D1) and
last (DD) by a fixed number of sites L, keeping the domain
centers fixed.
The mean displacement m(t) for the configuration in Fig.4
increases with time, as expected, until ψn(t) has spread
enough to reach the right end where it is back-reflected.65
From this point on m(t) simply fluctuates around a constant
mean value. This is, nevertheless, the generic behavior also
for uniformly random chains without local symmetry corre-
lations, with the saturation mean value for m(t) decreasing
with disorder strength. For other types of (short- or long-
range) correlation, the effect on the rate of increase of m(t)
is usually studied before reflection at the end of the chain sets
in33. Local-symmetry-induced correlations, however, do not
affect the overall displacement behavior on ensemble average:
In analogy to the IPR used in Sec. II, the mean displacement
does not resolve details of the time-dependent spatial profile
of |ψn(t)| (like, e. g., the faint but visible slight enhancement
of |ψn(t)| close to the overlap between domains D2 and D3
seen in the color-plot of Fig.4).
To probe possible symmetry-induced dynamical effects in
the LRD chain in a site-resolved manner, we will utilize the
so-called “transfer efficiency”34,36 of the initial excitation to
site n, defined here as the maximum amplitude at n over a
fixed reference time tc,
pn = max
t∈[0,tc]
|〈n|e−iHt|n0〉| = max
t∈[0,tc]
|ψn(t)| ∈ [0, 1], (8)
7where we set the input site to n0 = 1. To visualize an exam-
ple, pn=N is indicated in Fig. 4 (right panel) for that setup.
The transfer efficiency has been used to demonstrate that
global symmetry in discrete disordered networks may gener-
ally lead to an enhanced signal transmission between diamet-
rically located input and output end-sites34. This effect relies
on the commutation of the Hamiltonian with the global reflec-
tion operation, and was shown to be subject to further condi-
tions and optimizations when promoted for efficient quantum
transport36.
A. Transfer enhancement by local symmetry
What we aim to investigate here is whether a statistical en-
hancement of signal transfer (compared to uncorrelated dis-
order) can be manifest if more than one local symmetries are
present in the system, each of which now does not commute
with H . To this end, we first consider the case of adjacent,
that is, non-overlapping symmetry domains. We compute the
PDFs of the site-resolved transfer efficiency pn over an en-
semble of disordered configurations of an N = 144-site chain
with D = 1, 2, 3 symmetry domains, and compare it to the
non-symmetric, uniformly random case (D = 0). The results
are shown in Fig.5 (a0)–(a3), where
√
pn is plotted to increase
detail visibility. We use here a disorder strength w = 1.2h
and evolution time tc = 2/h in Eq. (8) such that the wave-
packet has explored the whole chain. As we see, in all cases
the PDF for any given site n is rather peaked (with peaks be-
coming narrower towards the chain ends), and the peak pn-
values fall monotonously with n, as can be anticipated for a
disordered chain. Notably, one can clearly distinguish a rel-
atively small but statistically systematic enhancement of pn
when local symmetry is imposed, approximately in the right
halves of the symmetry domains; see local humps of PDF
peaks along n in Fig.5 (a1),(a2),(a3).
For a clearer comparison with the non-symmetric case (a0),
Fig.5 (b) shows (scaled) the enhancement quotient
gDn =
pˆDn
pˆ0n
(9)
of the peak transfer efficiencies pˆDn (corresponding to D =
1, 2, 3 domains) to that of the uncorrelated random chain, pˆ0n.
The PDF peak values (white dots in Fig. 5 (a0)–a3)) have
been estimated as the maxima of smoothed versions of the
PDFs using local regression66. The gDn show a degree of
fluctuation increasing along n, which stems from the strong
interference-induced pn-fluctuations among individual con-
figurations. They clearly demonstrate, though, an enhance-
ment in transfer efficiency when local symmetry is added
(gDn > 1), to chain parts dependent on the symmetry domains.
For D = 1 (global symmetry), the enhancement practi-
cally starts when crossing the symmetry center, and is then
steadily increased in the right chain half. In similarity to the
network case of Ref. 34, this is a consequence of the definite
parity of the eigenstates under global reflection: When those
parity eigenstates have a finite projection onto the initial input
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FIG. 5. PDFs of scaled transfer efficiency pn (normalized to maxi-
mum for each n) within cutoff time tc = 2/h (1000 time-steps), for
an ensemble of 30 000 LRD chains (N = 144, w = 1.2h) with (a0)
no symmetry (D = 0), (a1) global symmetry (D = 1), (a2) D = 2
and (a3) D = 3 adjacent symmetry domains, with PDF peak posi-
tions pˆn (white dots) estimated using local regression. Solid (dashed)
vertical lines indicate domain interfaces (centers). (b) Transfer effi-
ciency enhancement factor gDn = pˆDn /pˆ0n (scaled) for D = 1, 2, 3.
state (on the left chain half), they will enable tunneling to their
mirror-related part (on the right half). The total transfer is de-
termined by the combination of such effective “double-well”
tunnelings40. For D = 2, the two local reflection operations
PD1,2 do not commute with H , but still there is a multitude of
approximate local parity eigenstates (see Sec.II B) which can
assist in tunneling between the two halves of each domain. In-
deed, we observe a drastically enhanced transfer to the right
half (n ∈ [36, 72]) of D1 which stops roughly at the interface
8to D2. Then gn slightly drops, and increases again in the right
half (n ∈ [108, 144]) of D2. The scheme of increased en-
hancement in right domain halves is similar for D = 3. Note
that the gn-curves are scaled by the domain size: Their slopes
are approximately the same in corresponding domain parts,
with the slopes overall decreasing towards the right chain end.
The main difference to the global symmetry case is a gener-
ally significant portion of lr pair states as well as asymmetric
domain-interface-localized states, depending on the fictitious
intra-domain barriers (see Sec. II B). These states do not con-
tribute to the intra-domain tunneling and therefore lower the
transfer enhancement compared to the global symmetry case.
For the weak disorder chosen in Fig.5, the occurrence of such
states is overall reduced, but at the same time extended asym-
metric states are favored. Those may generally contribute
to transfer, though also in the non-symmetric chain, and are
therefore not expected to increase the gDn .
B. Overlap-induced transfer enhancement
Finally, an intriguing variation on the above LRD setups is
to introduce spatial overlap between the domainsDd (as in the
explicit example of Fig.4). We remark that such domain over-
lap is a unique characteristic accessible with local symmetry
as opposed to global symmetry44. The key feature here is that
symmetry-adapted LRD chain eigenstates (that is, eo and lr
pairs as well as single approximate local parity eigenstates;
see Sec.II B) of one domain may have substantial spatial over-
lap with those of a consecutive domain within the overlap
region. Since an evolving wave-packet generally has contri-
butions from all available eigenstates, it may be transferred
across domains via this spatial overlap of different eigenstates.
Two such scenarios are realized in Fig. 6 for (a) D = 2
and (b) D = 3 symmetry domains, in two different ways (see
horizontal bars indicating domains): In Fig.6 (a) both domains
are extended by L sites across the middle of the chain (with
equal domain sizes N1 = N2 = N/2 for L = 0), with their
centers shifted by L/2, while in Fig.6 (b) only the middle one
of three equally sized domains is extended symmetrically by
L, such that the domain centers remain fixed. In both cases,
we observe a clear enhancement of transfer to the right half of
the whole chain in the presence of domain overlap compared
to adjacent domains (L = 0, gray curves).
Note that forD = 2, the overlap leads to a so-called gapped
translation symmetry44,48: The chain along the first 2L sites
is repeated in (i. e., finitely “translated” to) the last 2L sites,
but not in the region between which constitutes a symmetry
“gap”; note though, that the mirror image of the translated
part appears within the domain overlap. For D = 3, the
overlap yields a gapped reflection symmetry44,48: the chain
is reflection-symmetric about its center, with the exception of
the Nd − 2L sites around the centers of D1 and D3 form-
ing a (locally symmetric) gap. As it appears, those long-
range correlations induced via overlap-induced gapped sym-
metries may play a substantial role in enhancing signal trans-
fer through LRD systems. An interesting prospect would be to
explore their impact for larger number of overlapping domains
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FIG. 6. Transfer efficiency enhancement factor gDn (scaled) like in
Fig. 5 (b) but for finite overlap between symmetry domains created
by (a) extending each of D = 2 domains by L sites across the chain
center and (b) extending the middle one of D = 3 domains symmet-
rically by L to the left and right. Horizontal bars and dots indicate
domains and their centers for L = 12 (bottom) and L = 24 (top).
Solid (dashed) vertical lines indicate domain interfaces (centers) for
L = 0. Gray curves for L = 0 in (a) and (b) are the same as those in
Fig.5 (b) with same markers (green and blue, respectively).
(of same or different sizes) featuring multiple symmetry gaps.
In the special case of L = N/6, for both (D = 2, 3)
of the two considered LRD chain setups in Fig. 6 there is a
dramatic enhancement of the ensemble-average transfer ef-
ficiency, with maximal gn-factors reaching gn ≈ 9 (almost
double the average maximal gn for the globally symmetric
setup in Fig.5 (b)). Now, the D = 2 chain consists of a single
part (first 2L sites) which is successively reflected two times
at its right end, while the D = 3 chain becomes globally sym-
metric but additionally composed of two different symmetric
units of size 2L (one in the middle and one repeated at the two
ends). In particular, the latter case indicates that the possible
transfer efficiency enhancement by global symmetry34 may be
even further increased drastically if local symmetry is present
9simultaneously at smaller scales within a composite system.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the localization and signal transfer
properties of finite, locally reflection-symmetric disordered
(LRD) tight-binding chains, treating local symmetry as a spa-
tial correlation of variable range. To reveal the localization
behavior, we used the ensemble distributions of the inverse
participation ratio (IPR) and a recently proposed measure of
confinement here coined “cumulative Friedel sum” (CFS).
It was shown that the spatial participation and fragmenta-
tion of eigenstates increases in the presence of local symme-
tries, and decreases towards the limit of uncorrelated disor-
der for increasing number of randomly sized symmetry do-
mains, with statistical distributions depending on the disorder
strength. The localization behavior is induced by the disor-
dered symmetry domains acting as fictitious double wells in
which eigenstates acquire approximate local parity. This type
of symmetrized localization is explained within a local res-
onant scattering picture combined with the recent theory of
effective confinement potentials. Further, the dynamics of
a wave-packet upon excitation of the leftmost site in LRD
chains was investigated in terms of the site-resolved trans-
fer efficiency. Here, a systematic enhancement of transfer to
the right halves of one, two, or three symmetry domains was
shown to take place compared to the non-symmetric random
chain. This enhancement can be drastically increased in the
presence of overlap between symmetry domains; especially in
the case of repeated extended constituents in the chain, or in
the simultaneous presence of global and local reflection sym-
metry. In particular, the possibility to amplify signal transfer
by the coexistence of global and local symmetry in composite
systems is thus demonstrated.
We stress that the aim of the present work is to investigate
the generic impact of the presence of local symmetry on lo-
calization and state transfer efficiency in a minimalistic set-
ting. Disordered 1d chains with uniformly random potential
were thus chosen as a platform to isolate the effect solely of
the imposed symmetry—that is, without the influence of other
structural characteristics or assumptions. We also underline
that our results concern the properties of finite LRD chains,
and are not to be seen as a study of correlations in approxi-
mants of the N → ∞ limit; chain sizes were simply chosen
large enough to perform statistics and vary the number or size
of symmetry domains.
Certainly, many alternative routes could be employed to
optimize the parameters of LRD setups for efficiency or to
probe the effect of local symmetries with improved symmetry-
adapted measures. The insight provided here may then also
be leveraged to design devices with (overlapping) local sym-
metries, in order to achieve controllable localization or sig-
nal transfer at desired locations. As an example, we men-
tion the perspective to combine the concept of overlapping
local symmetries with the phenomenon of so-called “neck-
lace states”6,67 of spatially and spectrally overlapping reso-
nances to achieve, e. g., simultaneous spatial confinement and
transmission control. Alternatively, local symmetries may be
applied to special types of structured disorder enabling engi-
neered wave transport68. With the present work we take a step
in the direction of understanding and manipulating the effect
of coexisting local symmetries in a medium on its wave re-
sponse, a concept which can be modeled in more complex
systems and in higher dimensions.
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Appendix A: Local resonant scattering picture: localization and
symmetrization from transparency
At the heart of the present study of LRD chains lies the ten-
dency of eigenstates to localize into and symmetrize within
symmetric domains, as described in Sec.II B—with asymmet-
ric (but mirror-related) lr pair states resulting from combined
quasidegenerate eo pair states perturbed by domain bound-
aries. We now give an intuitive argument for the symmetrized
eigenstate localization in LRD chains, based on the combina-
tion of a recent unifying theory of wave localization69 with a
scattering picture of perfectly transmitting44,49 local resonant
states. We split the argument by answering three questions, as
follows.
1. Where in a disordered chain can an eigenstate localize?
To begin with, computing the eigenvectors of Eq. (3) for
a generic disordered medium raises the question: What de-
termines the positions and ranges of localization correspond-
ing to given eigenvalues? The answer is provided in the
fairly recently developed framework of “effective confining
potentials”70 and “localization landscapes”69, formulated also
for discrete models58. We now briefly outline this framework,
and provide an example for an LRD chain in Fig. 7 (a) (see
below).
For our discrete chains, the so-called effective confining po-
tential un is defined as the inverse of the “landscape function”
τn, in turn given as the site amplitudes of the response |τ〉
(solving Hs |τ〉 = |e〉) of the system to a spatially uniform
excitation (source term) |e〉58,70:
un =
1
τn
=
1
〈n|τ〉 , |τ〉 = H
−1
s |e〉 (A1)
with en = 1 ∀n, where Hs = H + Vs with a constant offset
diagonal Vs added such that un > 0. As shown in Ref. 70,
an eigenstate |φν〉 of H with eigenenergy ν decays exponen-
tially within regions n where ν < un, and can thus have
substantial amplitude only in the remaining regions—that is,
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FIG. 7. (a): Focus on eigenstate φν=360n localized within domain
D5 of an LRD chain (complete potential vn in top inset, with domain
interfaces indicated by vertical orange lines) with disorder strength
w = 3h and D = 10 domains of fixed size Nd = N/D = 50,
together with dual effective confining potential u′n (gray) and dual
eigenenergy ′ν=360 (dashed horizontal line); see Eq. (A1) and text
below. (b): Eigenstate φµ=36D5;n of isolated domain D5 (truncated chain
potential shown in bottom). (c): Perfectly transmitting (T (Er) =
1) scattering state ψn(Er) (top) for plane wave incident on isolated
domain D5 at resonant energy Er = 360 +∆E with ∆E ≈ 3.6×
10−7 h, and color-plot of scattering state map ψn(E) on logarithmic
scale (bottom) as well as transmission T (E) (bottom right) in the
vicinity ofEr , with eigenenergies ν=360 = 1.265367h (of φν=360n )
and D5µ=36 ≈ 360 + 1.55∆E (of φµ=36D5;n ) indicated by horizontal
lines. The transparency of D5 atEr is indicated by straight arrows in
(a), while round arrows indicate back-reflection from the neighboring
domains, effectively leading to localization of φνn into D5 in a local
scattering picture (see Appendix A 3). State moduli are plotted in
arbitrary units in (a,b) and normalized to unit incoming flux in (c).
within local minima of un below the threshold ν . In other
words, un defines the locations to which φνn can be spatially
confined according to its energy, namely between “effective
barriers” where ν < un. At larger ν the eigenstate will be
more delocalized, since such barriers between local un min-
ima are exceeded and larger regions are available.
For discrete (tight-binding) models, eigenstates localize
again for higher energies (like, e. g., state |φ489〉 in Fig.2 (a)),
though now confined by a so-called “dual” effective potential
u′n. It is obtained by using H
′
s = V
′
s − H (with eigenener-
gies ′ν) instead of Hs in Eq. (A1) where, again, the constant
offset V ′s is added to have u
′
n > 0. This is shown in Fig.7 (a)
for a relatively high-energy eigenstate localizing into domain
D5 of a LRD chain—here an example with N = 10 equally
sized domains. The state is indeed confined between two thick
effective barriers of the corresponding u′n (where 
′
ν < u
′
n)
close to the borders of the domain. Smaller barriers lead to
amplitude minima in the domain interior. Note here that un
(and u′n) follows the local symmetry of the original potential
vn.
2. Which possible location does an eigenstate choose
to localize in?
Clearly, for a given level ν , there are multiple local un (or
u′n) minima which could host the corresponding eigenstate;
see e. g. the ′ν < u
′
n regions surrounding D5 in Fig. 7 (a).
As shown in Ref. 69 (and in a recent extension to discrete
models71), the position where the eigenstate will actually lo-
calize is then determined by the minimal spectral distance
δ = min
C,µ
|ν − Cµ| (A2)
of the eigenenergy ν to the eigenspectra {Cµ} of sub-
Hamiltonians HC of (possible) domains of localization C:
The smaller δ is for a given regionC, the larger is the allowed
norm of |φν〉 (eigenvector of H) within C for given boundary
data (in the present discrete case, values of φνn at the sites ad-
jacent to C71). Particularly, in the limiting case of zero bound-
ary data, φνn∈C 6= 0 only if ν = Cµ for some HC-eigenstate
|φµC〉 under Dirichlet boundary conditions69. This essentially
means that |φν〉 will confine into the localization domain C
supporting a local HC-eigenstate which best matches |φν〉 in
eigenenergy (i. e., with smallest δ). It will then also match
it in spatial profile, that is, with (approximately) locally sym-
metric |φνn| for symmetric vn∈C. An example of this is given
in Fig. 7 (b), showing the local eigenstate |φµ=36C 〉 (where we
have chosen C = D5) matching |φν=360〉 above of the full
system which localizes in D5.
As a side note, if the system contains repeated subdomains
(not occurring in the present random potentials) such that cor-
responding repeated confining domains C occur, then also
the localization of an eigenstate will be repeated in those
C’s (since their |ν − Cµ| values will be equally small) with
factors depending on the detailed configuration at those do-
mains’ boundaries. This intuitively explains, e. g., the re-
peated amplitude patterns occurring in eigenstates of deter-
ministic aperiodic structures71 with correspondingly repeating
sub-Hamiltonians, which feature abundant local symmetries
at different scales50.
3. Why is the chosen region of localization in the LRD chain
symmetric?
Even within the above localization framework, however,
the ultimate question of eigenstate symmetrization remains:
Why does it happen that, for sufficiently strong localization,
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the domains C with smallest |ν − Cµ|, where the full eigen-
states are confined, coincide with symmetry domains of the
LRD chains?
To give an intuitive answer, let us view a subdomain D as a
local scatterer within a generic chain, and consider the scatter-
ing of a monochromatic wave of energy E incident from the
left on the isolated D connected to perfect semi-infinite chains
(or “leads”). The transmission function T (E) ∈ [0, 1], which
is independent of the side of incidence of the wave, gives the
portion of the (unit) wave amplitude that transmits through D
and leaves the scatterer on the right, while the reflected part
is given by R = 1 − T . T (E) naturally shows variations de-
pending on the internal structure of D and may, in particular,
feature resonant peaks corresponding to quasibound states of
the scatterer—with resonant widths proportional to the cou-
plings of such states to the leads. Crucially, now, an ener-
getically isolated resonance always has perfect transmission
T (E) = 1 at the resonance position E = Er if the scat-
terer D is symmetric, with resonant state spatial profile being
symmetric43,49. This is shown in Fig. 7 (c) for scattering off
the isolated domain D5, which features a scattering resonance
extremely close to the eigenenergy 360 of the localized eigen-
state in Fig. 7 (a), with practically identical amplitude profile
|ψn(Er)| (note the relative factor between |ψn∈D5 | within the
scatterer and |ψn/∈D5 | = 1 within the leads). This domain will
thus be transparent at Er ≈ 360 when embedded into the
considered LRD chain, where eigenstates can be viewed as
forming upon multiple scattering (and interference) of waves
off local scatterers (as done also originally in, e. g., Ander-
son’s work1). In other words, waves impinging from the left
and right onto D5 are let inside without reflection, while being
reflected back into D5 by adjacent domains when reaching its
border from inside, as indicated by arrows in Fig.7 (a). Thus,
there will be an accumulation of amplitude in D5 forming the
localized eigenstate at 360 ≈ Er, while this eigenstate is ex-
pelled from other localization regions due to larger |360−Cµ|,
as discussed above.
The deviation from the above picture, that is, deviations of
LRD chain eigenstate energies and profiles from local (per-
fectly transmitting) scattering resonance energies and profiles,
increases with the leakage of the eigenstates through the sym-
metry domain boundaries. This naturally occurs for smaller
disorder strength w relative to given eigenenergies, where
disorder-induced spatial decay is weaker and, equivalently,
more maxima in the effective confining potential un are ex-
ceeded by the eigenenergies.
Summarizing, eigenstate symmetrization into symmetry
domains will occur for strong enough disorder (yielding short-
range decay at the scale of the domain sizes), at eigenenergies
matching perfect transmission resonance energies of the cor-
responding isolated domains. The link to the fictitious double
wells defined in Appendix B can be viewed as follows. The
effective confining potential of Eq.(A1) governs the details of
localization of an eigenstate. In the case of its symmetrization
into a domain, its double-peak profile is represented by the
simple picture of a fictitious double-well with corresponding
strength and width.
Appendix B: Fictitious eigenstate-specific double wells
To provide a simple analysis tool relating the locally sym-
metrized eigenstates (see Appendix A) to the LRD chain char-
acteristics, we here introduce an effective mapping of such
eigenstates to corresponding local double wells.
Any finite piece of the disordered medium can be seen
to act effectively as a homogeneous potential barrier, in the
sense that both may lead to a spatially exponential decay of an
eigenstate. In the uncorrelated disordered chain, an eigenstate
|φν〉 will typically be localized with an exponential decay of
modulus envelope χνn, that is, |φνn| 6 χνn ∝ e−|n−nν |/`, in
both directions outwards from its maximum position denoted
nν . Here, ` = `(ν ;w) ≡ 1/γ is the “localization length”,
defined as the inverse of the so-called Lyapunov exponent γ,
which generally depends on ν andw56. On the other hand, for
a homogeneous periodic chain with onsite potential vn = v
and dispersion relation E = 2h cos k + v of H in Eq. (1),
there are solutions exponentially decaying as e−κn at imagi-
nary momenta k (with ik ≡ κ ∈ R) for energiesE outside the
band, |E − v| > 2h. We thereby associate an exponentially
localized state |φν〉 in the uncorrelated disordered chain with
a constant fictitious potential barrier of strength
v˜ν ≡ ν − 2h cosh γ(ν ;w), (B1)
that is, supporting decaying states with the same exponent κ =
γ(ν ;w) at E = ν .
Spatially, this fictitious barrier starts roughly at the sites ad-
jacent to the single site, denoted nν , where |φνn| is maximal.
In the LRD chain, however, if an eigenstate is symmetrized
in a domain Dd, as described above, it has a second (local)
maximum at the symmetry-related position PDd(nν); see e. g.
φν:min f in Fig.1. In this case, the fictitious barrier acquires a
finite width, which we simply take to be the number of sites
ξνd = |nν − PDd(nν)| − 1 = 2|nν − cd| − 1 (B2)
between the positions of the two symmetry-related local max-
ima of state |φν〉 localized in Dd. This is visualized in the
example of Fig. 2 (a), showing also v˜ (superscripts dropped)
for the selected state with an estimated ` = 1/γ = 0.8 in
Eq.(B1). As a comparison, also the corresponding (fictitious)
localized state denoted ϕn is shown, here produced by choos-
ing a potential at nν and PDd(nν) (with v˜ along the remaining
chain) such that this state’s energy matches ν72.
In the above situation, the interior of the symmetry domain
Dd effectively plays the role of a symmetric double well (like
the globally symmetric setup of Ref. 40, but here coupled to
adjacent sites), with a constant tunneling barrier of width ξνd
and strength v˜ν . The outer “walls” of this fictitious double
well are represented by the constant potential v˜ν on the left
and right of nν and PDd(nν), respectively (see Fig. 2 (a)).
Note that, even for a locally symmetrized state, the maximum
position nν is still a stochastic variable, determined by the de-
tails of the random potential in (one half of) Dd 3 nν for
a given disorder configuration. In fact, the possible local-
ization positions for given potential and eigenenergy can be
found via the chain’s “localization landscape”, as outlined in
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FIG. 8. PDFs of the number of approximate (a) locally even or odd eigenstates Neo, (b) locally left- or right-localized eigenstates Nlr , and
(c) remaining eigenstates N − Neo − Nlr (as defined in Appendix C) for varying w and D, using the same ensemble of LRD chains as in
Fig. 3. The colored arrows for D = 1 indicate a single bar at (a) Neo = 500, (b) Nlr = 0, and (c) N − Neo − Nlr = 0, for all w-values.
PDFs are normalized to maximum for each parameter combination.
Appendix A. Distinct peaks at nν and PDd(nν) occur when
ξνd  `(ν ;w), that is, when the fictitious tunneling barrier
is sufficiently strong and/or wide. It may also often happen,
however, that ξνd ∼ `, in which case the two fictitious wells
practically merge into one, supporting a state peaked around
the center cd of Dd.
Note that the localization length ` = `(ν ;w), indirectly
determining each barrier strength via Eq. (B1), generally de-
pends in an involved manner on the energy and the disorder
strength56. For the analysis carried out in the present work, it
suffices to say that `(ν ;w) overall decreases with increasing
w and |ν | (for fixed w).
Appendix C: Eigenstate symmetrization statistics
The statistical distribution of the eigenstate IPR and CFS is
analyzed in Sec.II C in terms of the relative occurrence of lo-
cally even/odd or left-/right-localized states induced by local
symmetry. To gain a more complete understanding of the lo-
calization and fragmentation for varying disorder strength w
and number of symmetry domains D, we here provide a sta-
tistical analysis of the symmetrization properties of the same
eigenstates used for the IPR and CFS statistics in Fig.3.
To this end, we first label a given state |φν〉 as “domain-
localized” into a domain D ≡ Dν , if its total density∑
n∈Dν ρn within this domain exceeds a threshold value
which we set to 0.95. For each such domain-localized state
we define the domain “density asymmetry”
δν =
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
n∈Dν
[
ρn − ρPDν (n)
]∣∣∣∣∣ (C1)
with respect to local reflectionPDν in this domain. For a given
LRD chain, we then define Nlr as the number of eigenstates
which have δν > δthr ≡ 0.95 (which are thus approximately
confined to the left or right half of Dν), and as Neo the num-
ber of eigenstates with δν < 1−δthr (which are approximately
even or odd under PDν ). The remainingN−Neo−Nlr eigen-
states are those which either do not localize to 95% in a single
symmetry domain, or do but do not reach 95% density sym-
metry or asymmetry.
Note that Neo counts the even-odd pair states described in
Sec. II B, but also single locally even or odd states with no
quasidegenerate partner. Similarly, Nlr counts the left-right
pair states, but also single left- or right-localized states with
no quasidegenerate partner. Further, we point out that the
above (global) threshold values are here simply chosen empir-
ically to describe the present localization behavior; they could
be relaxed to include more delocalized or non-symmetrized
states in Neo and Nlr, or in principle also be refined to de-
pend, e. g., on w.
In Fig. 8 the PDFs (histograms) of Neo, Nlr, and the re-
mainder N − Neo − Nlr are shown for the LRD chain en-
sembles used in Fig. 3, with varying disorder strength w and
number of symmetry domains D > 1. For globally symmet-
ric chains (D = 1) all states are even or odd, as evident from
the single bars at Neo = N = 500 and Nlr = 0 at any w. For
locally symmetric chains (D > 1),Neo andNlr are in general
larger at stronger disorder, since the states are then more short-
range-localized and thus less prone to leakage through domain
interfaces. For increasing D, we see that both Neo and Nlr
decrease at any w, since the domains become smaller on av-
erage, making interface localization as well as delocalization
across domains more probable. We also notice, however, that
Nlr decreases faster with D than Neo. This predominance of
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FIG. 9. IPRs rν and CFSs fν of eigenstates |φν〉, sorted in eigenenergies ν , of (left column) a random and (right column) a globally reflection-
symmetric disordered chain of size N = 500, with (top to bottom) varying disorder strength w applied to the same potential configuration vn
shown in the top insets. The right setup (D = 1) is the left setup (D = 0) symmetrized; the dashed vertical line indicates the symmetry axis.
The difference of fν from 1 is plotted (magnified in left column by the indicated factors) for better visibility. In each panel, the purple (blue)
circle marks the state φνn shown in the top row, corresponding to the rν (fν ) closest to the mean r¯ (f¯ ) indicated by colored horizontal bars on
the right. State magnitudes normalized to maximum are plotted.
locally even/odd states (which are overall more spatially frag-
mented) over left/right-localized states is in accordance with
the CFS-distribution peaks at lower f¯ -values in Fig.3.
Appendix D: IPR and CFS for random versus globally
symmetric chains
The downward jump of the mean IPR and, much more dras-
tically, mean CFS distributions in Fig. 3 when switching on
global symmetry (from D = 0 to D = 1) is here detailed in
terms of individual rν and fν eigenstate profiles before aver-
aging, and further analyzed for larger chain sizes N .
Specifically, we consider in Fig.9 a random chain (left col-
umn, D = 0) and its symmetrized version (right column,
D = 1), for which we present the complete distribution of
rν and fν of all eigenstates |φν〉, for the disorder strengths
also used in Sec. II C (top to bottom panels). Since the fν are
relatively close to unity in the D = 0 case, we plot the differ-
ence fν−1 (further magnified by global factors forD = 0) to
increase visibility. Additionally, for each (w,D)-combination
we show those eigenstates φν corresponding to the rν and fν
closest to the mean values r¯ and f¯ (indicated by the small hori-
zontal bars on the right of each panel), respectively. They pro-
vide representatives of the kind of spatial profiles contributing
to the statistical r¯- and f¯ -distribution peaks.
As expected, for the random chain (D = 0) the states sim-
ply become more localized when increasing w (indicated also
from the representative states shown), such that also the rν
and fν overall increase (the fν get closer to 1). Further, states
closer to the middle of the energy range for each setup are gen-
erally more extended, especially for weak disorder, as evident
from the smaller rν- and fν-values there.
When turning on global symmetry (D = 1), all states
have reflection-symmetric density, and especially the fν-
distributions change drastically: They are shifted to much
smaller values overall, with their mean f¯ close to 1/2 for any
w. Indeed, the shown representative states have density peaks
symmetrically located about halfway from the center to the
end of the chain (i.e., spacing ξ ≈ N/2), yielding fν ≈ 1/2
(recall the description in Sec. II A). Also, the fluctuations of
the fν around f¯ are rather homogeneous along the energy
range, in contrast to the D = 0 cases; there is no suppression
of the fν around the center, even for small w. This occurs
because the CFS depends primarily on the spacing of the den-
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FIG. 10. PDFs of the mean (top panels) IPR r¯ and (bottom panels)
CFS f¯ for chains with (left panels) no and (right panels) global re-
flection symmetry, for different chain lengthsN and varying disorder
strength w, using 3000 configurations for each parameter combina-
tion.
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sity peaks, which can vary similarly for different ν as well as
w, and rather less on the localization around the peaks them-
selves. These features are not captured by the IPR, which
is merely sensitive to the total site participation of a given
density profile: Since each state is globally symmetrized for
D = 1, it contributes spatially by a double amount of sites,
and the IPRs are approximately halved compared to the cor-
responding D = 0 setup (see also below).
The above behavior of the state-resolved rν and fν are in
accordance with the peak values observed in the IPR and CFS
distributions for D = 0, 1 in Fig. 3, which we now show re-
main similar for longer chains. Figure 10 shows the PDF of
the IPRs and CFSs for chains of length N = 500, 1000, 2000,
with no symmetry and with global symmetry, for varying w.
For the IPR, we see that the peak r¯-values remain practically
the same when changing N (since the spatial “participation”
of the states does not change on average) and are halved when
turning on the symmetry (whence the participation is dou-
bled). For the CFS, we firstly observe that the peak f¯ -values
jump to 1/2 when imposing global symmetry, as explained
above, for all chain lengths N . On the other hand, for D = 0
the PDFs are shifted to larger f¯ . This is because the CFS de-
pends on the relative extent of a state to the total chain size:
Its cumulative summand (see Eq.(5)) increases when the por-
tion of sites with vanishing density increases. For all cases,
we also see that the overall statistical fluctuations of the r¯-
and f¯ -distributions around their peak values decrease with in-
creasing N .
Finally, a technical remark is in order. Computing the statis-
tical IPR and CFS distributions (here for 3000 configurations)
of the longer chains (N = 1000, 2000) would be prohibitive
computationally at the precision necessary to guarantee the
definite parity of all eigenstates in the D = 1 case63. There-
fore, we have here exploited the global symmetry to bring
the Hamiltonian H into a block-diagonal form with the same
spectrum, with the parity-definite eigenvectors obtained from
those of the blocks.
Specifically, for D = 1, H is a real centrosymmetric tridi-
agonal matrix which, following the procedure described in
e. g. Ref. 73, can be block-decomposed into the two matrices
H± =

v1 h
h v2 h
. . . . . . . . .
h vN/2−1 h
h vN/2 ± h
 (D1)
of halved size for even N . If xµ = [xµ1 , . . . , x
µ
N/2]
> (µ =
1, . . . , N/2) is an eigenvector ofH± with eigenvalue µ±, then
[xµ1 , . . . , x
µ
N/2,±xµN/2, . . . ,±xµ1 ]> (D2)
is an eigenvector of H with the same eigenvalue. Thus, all
eigenvalues and associated (even or odd) eigenvectors of H
are obtained, while the matrices H± can be diagonalized us-
ing standard double precision arithmetic (with, e. g., the eig
function in MATLABr).
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FIG. 11. (a) Eigenenergy spectra ν of the LRD chain configura-
tion of Fig.1 (with D = 10 symmetry domains) for varying disorder
strength w, and (b) ensemble average (solid lines) of 3000 LRD con-
figurations with the same D,w as in (a), plotted on top of shaded
stripes of width equal to two standard deviations at each ν. The in-
set in (a) reveals details of the single spectrum including multiple
quasidegeneracies for larger w.
Note that a decomposition ofH like above is not applicable
to locally reflection-symmetric chains, where the correspond-
ing local site permutations do not commute with H . Thus,
computing eigenstates for D > 1 would require ever increas-
ing arithmetic precision for increasing N , especially for large
w. We stress, however, that the purpose of the present study
is not to capture the effect of local symmetries in the large
N limit, but the dependence on the number of symmetry do-
mains D in finite chains. The size N = 500 of the LRD
chains is simply chosen large enough (a) to be able to vary D
of a substantial range and (b) to extract a meaningful statistics
(e. g. the mean r¯ and f¯ ) from individual chains. In fact, in the
N →∞ limit any (finite) local symmetry domain would be of
negligible relative size, and thus adjacent domains would sim-
ply behave as random consecutive scatterers, each with some
internal structure and multiple resonant levels.
Appendix E: Eigenenergy spectra of LRD chains
In Fig.1 of the main text, the scale of the energy axis is too
small to discern the effect of the local symmetries of the chain
on its spectrum, which we briefly comment on here.
In fact, the spectrum of an LRD chain closely resembles
that of an uncorrelated random chain: For sufficiently strong
disorder, the eigenstates are so spatially localized that their
eigenenergies (with contributions from the onsite potentials
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where the state magnitude is non-vanishing) are also uncorre-
lated; there is no so-called “level repulsion” between states.
Thus, the ν follow a roughly linear trend in the bulk of the
spectrum, possibly with some additional low- or high-energy
states at the ends of the spectrum (corresponding to states
which happen to localize strongly on very low or high onsite
potentials, respectively).
The only difference when imposing local reflection symme-
tries on a random chain is that multiple eo and lr state pairs
may form, as explained in Sec. II B, leading to correspond-
ing quasidegeneracies in the spectrum. Those can be distin-
guished in the inset of Fig. 11 (a) showing the spectra of the
LRD chain of Fig.1 for different disorder strengths (thew = 3
spectrum is that of Fig.1). These quasidegeneracies do not af-
fect the linear trend of ν on larger scale for large w. They
rather lead to a stronger fluctuation around the average spec-
trum ¯ν of the ensemble (of equivalent configurations) shown
in Fig. 11 (b). Indeed, the standard deviation is measured to
be a global factor ≈ 1.38 larger than that for random chains
without symmetries (not shown) for all considered w.
With decreasing w, the eigenstates become more delocal-
ized, quasidegeneracies between eo-pair states and lr-pair
states are gradually lifted (see inset in Fig.11 (a)). The spectra
approach the unperturbed spectrum of a homogeneous chain
(shown in black in Fig. 11). This is manifest more clearly in
the ensemble average in Fig. 11 (b). There, we also see that
the standard deviation around ¯ν naturally decreases towards
the limit of the clean chain.
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